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Abstract
Automatic document content processing is affected by artifacts caused by the shape
of the paper, non-uniform and diverse color of lighting conditions. Fully-supervised
methods on real data are impossible due to the large amount of data needed. Hence, the
current state of the art deep learning models are trained on fully or partially synthetic
images. However, document shadow or shading removal results still suffer because: (a)
prior methods rely on uniformity of local color statistics, which limit their application on
real-scenarios with complex document shapes and textures and; (b) synthetic or hybrid
datasets with non-realistic, simulated lighting conditions are used to train the models. In
this paper we tackle these problems with our two main contributions. First, a physically
constrained learning-based method that directly estimates document reflectance based
on intrinsic image formation which generalizes to challenging illumination conditions.
Second, a new dataset that clearly improves previous synthetic ones, by adding a large
range of realistic shading and diverse multi-illuminant conditions, uniquely customized
to deal with documents in-the-wild. The proposed architecture works in two steps. First,
a white balancing module neutralizes the color of the illumination on the input image.
Based on the proposed multi-illuminant dataset we achieve a good white-balancing in
really difficult conditions. Second, the shading separation module accurately disentangles the shading and paper material in a self-supervised manner where only the synthetic
texture is used as a weak training signal (obviating the need for very costly ground truth
with disentangled versions of shading and reflectance). The proposed approach leads to
significant generalization of document reflectance estimation in real scenes with challenging illumination. We extensively evaluate on the real benchmark datasets available
for intrinsic image decomposition and document shadow removal tasks. Our reflectance
estimation scheme, when used as a pre-processing step of an OCR pipeline, shows a 21%
improvement of character error rate (CER), thus, proving the practical applicability. The
data and code will be available at: https://github.com/cvlab-stonybrook/DocIIW.
c 2020. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Introduction

Paper documents contain and provide valuable information that is essential in our everyday
life. By digitizing the documents, we can archive, retrieve, and share contents with utmost
convenience. With the increasing ubiquity of mobile camera devices, nowadays, capturing
document images is the most common way of digitizing them. Such a document image is
only useful if it can be used for further processing, such as text extraction and content analysis. Therefore, it is desirable to capture the image so that most of the document content is
preserved. However, casual document images captured in-the-wild often contain substantial
distortions due to non-uniform illumination conditions from multiple colored lights resulting in diverse shading and shadow effects. These physical artifacts hurt the accuracy and
reliability of automatic information extraction methods. As an example, part of the text in
the leftmost image of figure 1 remains undetected due to shadows and shading. Recent
Input

Kligler et al.
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Figure 1: OCR accuracy (by Tesseract [34]) comparison on document images pre-processed with our proposed
method vs. Kligler et al. (state-of-the-art document shadow removal method [25] ) vs. the commercially available
document capturing application CamScanner.

deep learning image-to-image translation methods [21] are widely applicable but require
large sets of training images to perform well in realistic scenarios. Enforcing additional
domain-specific physical ground-truth helps to improve the generalization performance of
such models [9, 40]. Alas, acquiring such ground-truth is often very costly. To model document illumination correction using deep learning, one would need a large document dataset
with images, reflectance and shading captured in a large number of real scenes with various
illumination conditions. It is very time-consuming and costly to collect such a dataset. In
this paper, we propose a weakly-supervised method to separate reflectance and shading, and
train the network by using physical constraints of image formation. Moreover, to facilitate
the training we carefully curate a multi-illumination dataset, Doc3DShade, for document
images in-the-wild that consists of realistic illumination and can be augmented to a much
larger scale using rendering engines [8].
Prior document shadow and shading removal methods [1, 43] mostly rely on local color
statistics, thus imposing strong assumptions such as uniform background color of the document. Therefore, the application of these methods is generally limited to documents of a
particular type with minimal colors, or graphics. Moreover, these methods assume the paper
shape is almost flat [23, 25], which also makes these approaches inapplicable to in-the-wild
images of warped documents under challenging illumination conditions. To demonstrate
the inability of existing methods in handling non-uniform illumination on complex paper
shapes, we compare Optical Character Recognition (OCR) results in figure 1. We compute
OCR after pre-processing the input image (figure 1) with the method of Kligler et al. [25]
(current state-of-the-art for document shadow removal), a commercially available document
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processing application, and our proposed reflectance estimation scheme. Our method shows
a significantly higher number of detected characters proving the effectiveness of the intrinsic
image-based modeling of document images over traditional approaches.
We address the aforementioned problems with a unified architecture based on two learningbased modules, WBNet and SMTNet, trained in a self-supervised manner on a new multiilluminant dataset, Doc3DShade, built on top of the public Doc3D [9] dataset. We formulate
the problem of document reflectance estimation based on the physics of image formation
under the Lambertian assumption, i.e., an image I, is a composition of the shading S and reN
N
flectance R, I = R S, where denotes the Hadamard product. Images in the Doc3Dshade
are created by following this assumption. In Doc3DShade we capture realistic shading MS
of a deformed non-textured document under a large range of realistic colors, and diverse
multi-illuminant conditions. Note that MS contains both the shading and the color of the
paper material.
We render real document textures T in Blender [8] N
and create I by combinN
ing I = T MS. Our formulation is similar by considering R = T M. Since the shading
component is physically captured in controlled environments, these images are clearly superior in terms of physical illumination effects than the existing Doc3D [9] images. We have
generated 90,000 images in Doc3DShade which effectively double the size of Doc3D.
The WBNet and SMTNet address white-balancing and shading removal respectively.
WBNet inputs an RGB image and estimates a white-balanced image where the illuminant
color is removed. We can train WBNet with Doc3DShade which contains a white-balanced
image for every input. In the second module, SMTNet takes the white-balanced image and
regresses a per-pixel shading image and paper material image. The use of the white-balanced
image allows us to train SMTNet in a self-supervised manner using a physical constraint, the
chromatic consistency of the white-balanced and the reflectance image. Chromatic consistency states that the white-balanced output’s chromaticity is same as true reflectance of the
paper and the texture. We thus, eliminate the costly need to physically capture explicit shading and paper reflectance ground truth. Our method shows strong results on challenging
illumination conditions and generalizes across different document types. The practical significance of the proposed method is demonstrated by a 21% decrease in OCR error rate when
our shading removal is used as pre-processing for OCR.
In summary our contributions are: First, a unified learning-based architecture that directly estimates document reflectance based on an intrinsic image formation model, that
generalizes across challenging illumination conditions for different types of documents as
well as for warped documents.
Second, we created Doc3Dshade, a new dataset that clearly improves previous synthetic
or hybrid ones, by physically acquiring a range of realistic color diverse multi-illuminant
conditions and using them to synthesize a multitude of complexly illuminated document
images. This dataset is uniquely customized to deal with documents in-the-wild.

2

Related Work

Color constancy(CC) is the visual phenomenon of perceiving the true object color, independently of ambient lighting. Computational color constancy aims to estimate the color
of the image scene, used for white-balancing, i.e. a corrected version of the image under
an achromatic illuminant. It is a standard pre-processing step in document analysis tasks
[25]. Both statistics based methods[14, 42] and deep learning based methods [6, 17, 29]
have used a uniform illumination model to solve the CC task. More recent methods focus
on the multi-illuminant CC problem, working on pairs of images taken under different illuminants [18, 20] or using two-branch networks to describe local illuminants [38]. Our
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Figure 2: Data Creation Pipeline: (a) Shows the hardware setup. The
captured shapes are textured in Blender and
N
combined with the captured shading image by Hadamard product ( ) to create I. The ‘orange’ and ‘blue’ arrows
denote the rendering and the combining.

white-balancing network (WBNet) is a single image color constancy model targeted to document images.
Intrinsic image decomposition is an inverse optics formulation that can be helpful in removing shading and shadows effects in document images.Early work in this domain [3, 12,
16, 41, 46] is dominated by Retinex theory [26]. Later work added more physical priors on
reflectance and shading [2, 5, 13, 37]. Recent supervised deep learning approaches [24, 33]
have used end-to-end regression models to predict all the intrinsic modalities. More recently
constrains such as physical intrinsic losses [4, 11, 39] and human judgments [35, 51] were
imposed on the network to solve this problem. Unsupervised and semi-supervised models
generally use multiple illumination varying sequences of the same scene to learn this decomposition [22, 27, 28, 31]. We only use single images and manage to train our decomposition
framework using synthetic texture as a weak-supervision signal.
Shadow and shading removal of lighting variations has been widely studied. Most shadow
removal methods, formulated for natural outdoor images, do not perform well on document
images because of the specific characteristics of printed text. Earlier methods used an intrinsic approach to remove shading effects from the images [7, 49], document colour homogeneity [1], neighbouring pixel values [43], or combined visibility detection with existing
state-of-the-art methods [25] or finally, applied diffusion equations on pixel intensity [23].
Self-supervised learning alleviates the need of large-scale labeled data. It exploits unlabeled
image/video attributes, automatically generating pseudo labels for training. Self-supervised
learning tasks include image colorization (an RGB image as the target and its grayscale
version as the input) [50], image jigsaw puzzle (patches from one image as the input and
their spatial relation as the target) [10], temporal order verification (frames from one video
as the input and their temporal relation as the target) [45]. Drawing ideas from these prior
methods, we train the shading decoder of SMTNet to produce a shading image consistent
with the shading image estimated from the material decoder output.

3

Training Dataset: Doc3DShade

We collected a large-scale documents dataset, Doc3DShade, which combines diverse, realistic illumination scenarios with natural paper textures. Doc3DShade increases the physical
correctness of Doc3D, a recent document dataset [9]. The contributions of Doc3DShade
are two-fold; first, it captures physically accurate and realistic shading under complex illumination conditions, which is impossible to obtain using rendering engines (which use
approximate illumination models to simulate light transport). Second, it contains various
paper materials with different reflectance properties whereas a synthetically rendered dataset
like Doc3D uses purely diffuse material to render images. Doc3DShade is thus physically
more accurate and can be used to model scene illumination in a physically grounded way.
Capturing 3D Shape and Shading: Our capturing setup (figure 2(a)) consists of a rotatory
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platform, 8 directional lights and a depth camera. More details are in the supplementary
material. To capture 3D shapes of documents, we randomly deformed textureless papers
and placed them on the rotatory platform. The platform is randomly rotated and each document is captured with a random combination of single and multiple color directional lights.
Light chromaticity was constrained to be around the Planckian locus [47] to simulate natural lighting conditions. We also captured each document under white lights to use it later
as ground-truth for white balancing. To include various material properties in the shading
images, we have used 9 diffuse paper materials that are used in various types of documents
such as magazines, newspapers and printed papers, etc. In summary, we obtain the following
data for each warped paper: a 3D point cloud and multiple images with shading under single
and multiple lights of different color temperatures. An illustration of the captured shapes and
corresponding shading images are shown in Fig. 2. Note that the captured shading (MS) map
in this setup is a combined form of the paper material (M) and the shading (S) component.
Image Rendering: We create the 3D mesh for each point cloud following [15]. Each
mesh is textured with a random document image and rendered with diffuse white material in Blender [8] (Fig. 2). In total, we have used ∼ 5000 textures collected from various
documents such as magazines, books, flyers, etc. Each texture image is combined with a randomly selected single light shading image of the same mesh. To create more variability, we
uniformly sample and linearly combine
two single light shading images to simulate a fake
N
multi-light shading image: I = T (a.MS1 + (1 − a).MS2 ), with a ∈ [0, 1]. Additionally,
for each image, we also render the white balanced image by combining the synthetic texture
image and the shading image captured under white light. We have created 90K images with
diffuse texture and white-balance images as ground-truths, for training and testing.

4

Proposed Method

Our reflectance estimation framework for document images captured under non-uniform
lighting in a real-world scenario follows a two-step approach for illuminant and shading
correction and leverages the physical properties of the image formation model. In the first
step, we estimate a white-balanced image to neutralize the color of the scene illuminants. In
the second step, we disentangle shading, texture, and material of the document, which allows
us to obtain the shading-free image.

4.1

Image Formation Model.

We assume the scene is Lambertian, and illuminated by n light sources l. The color of each
light source li is represented as a three channel vector(lir , lig , lib ). λi is the shading induced by
the i-th light. Under the Lambertian assumption with no inter-reflections, image intensity I
at pixel p can be modeled as:
(1)
I c (p) = Rc (p) ∑ λi (p)lic
i

where Rc (p) is the reflectance at pixel p and c ∈ {r, g, b} denotes the color channel. In the
case of documents we can assume the document reflectance is a combination of a diffuse
texture component, i.e. the content of the documents and a material component, i.e. the
color of the paper. Therefore we can rewrite the image formation model (Eq. 1) as:
I c (p) = M c (p)T c (p) ∑ λi (p)lic

(2)

i

with M and T the reflectance of material and texture respectively. The shading-free image
we want to recover is the product of M and T . T is available as ground-truth in Doc3DShade,
but M is combined with the shading term thus not explicitly available as ground-truth.
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4.2

Problem Formulation.

Considering the image model given in Eq. 2 we will first eliminate illuminant color effects
through white-balancing and then disentangle material and texture.
We estimate a white-balanced image version Iwb of the input image. It has the same
reflectance properties as the original images, given by Eq. 2, but under multiple achromatic
lights, i.e. li = (ηi , ηi , ηi ). We follow similar formulation used by Hui et al. in [19]:
c
(p) = M c (p)T c (p) ∑ λi (p)ηi
Iwb

(3)

i

To obtain the white-balanced image, Iwb , we follow the formulation of [19], where Iwb is
estimated in terms of a per-pixel white-balance kernel W B(p) ∈ R3 which corrects the color
of the incident illumination at every single pixel, p, thus:
c
(p) = W Bc (p)I c (p)
Iwb

(4)

Since the shading λi is invariant to the light color, per pixel chromaticity1 for Iwb is:
c
(p) =
Cwb

Rc (p) ∑i λi (p)ηi
Rc (p)
=
∑c Rc (p) ∑i λi (p)ηi
∑c Rc (p)

(5)

c (p) is identical with the chromaticity of the Reflectance component Rc (p) which is the
Cwb
physical constraint used in our self-supervised loss. Eq. 5 can also be expressed in terms of
the texture and material components as following:

CRc (p) =

Rc (p)
M c (p)T c (p)
=
∑c Rc (p) ∑c M c (p)T c (p)

(6)

c = Cc , to estiIn what follows, we are going to use the derived physical constraints, Cwb
R
c
mate the intrinsic components of a document image given a single image I . Our approach
is based on using two sub-networks- WBNet and SMTNet (Fig. 3). The first network WBNet estimates the white-balance kernel, W Bc (p), whose chromaticity, Cwb , is used in the
subsequent network, SMTNet, that in turn will estimate the shading, λi (p) and the material, M c (p) in a self-supervised fashion. We choose to employ self-supervised training since
separate ground-truths are not available for λi (p) and M c (p).

4.3

WBNet: White-balance Kernel Estimation.

The first sub-network is designed to estimate the per-pixel white-balance kernel W B. Since
the number of illuminants, their colors, and the individual shading terms are unknown,
estimating the white-balanced image becomes an ill-posed problem given a single image.
We treat this task as an image-to-image translation problem. Given an input color image,
I ∈ Rh×w×3 the white-balance kernel, W B ∈ Rh×w×3 is estimated using a UNet [36] style
encoder-decoder architecture with skip connections. The predicted white-balanced image,
Iˆwb is then estimated using Eq. 4, by Hadamard product of WˆB and I. Note that although it
is possible to directly estimate the white-balanced image Iˆwb from I, convolutional encoderdecoder architectures cannot preserve sharp details such as text. On the other hand, W B is a
smooth per-pixel map that is much easier to learn in reality.
Loss Function: To train the WBNet we essentially use two loss terms, one on the predicted
white-balance kernel (Lwb ) and another on the chromaticity of the estimated white-balanced
1 Chromaticity

of a pixel is given as: Cr = r/(r + g + b),Cg = g/(r + g + b),Cb = b/(r + g + b)
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Figure 3: Proposed framework: The WBNet takes RGB image, I as input and produces the white-balance kernel
(WˆB). The white-balanced
image, Iˆwb is then forwarded to the SMTNet which regresses the material (M̂) and the
N
shading, λ̂ p . The denote the Hadamard product, (/) denote division and the triangles denote the loss functions.

image (Lch ). As seen from Eq. 5, chromaticity is a shading invariant term, as is also the
white-balance kernel, W B. Thus, it is intuitive to learn W B using a loss that is shading
invariant. Therefore, we prefer to use the Lch instead of a standard reconstruction loss on
the predicted white-balanced image, Iˆwb . We validate our choice in an ablation study in the
supplementary material.
Additionally, we force intensity at each pixel to be preserved after white-balancing,
which acts as a constraint on the predicted image. The combined loss is:
ˆ wb , In)
Lwbn = Lwb (WˆB,W B) + α1 Lch (Ĉwb ,Cwb ) + α2 Lint (In
(7)
ˆ wb are the predicted white-balance kernel, chromaticity and intensity
where WˆB, Ĉwb , In
image of the predicted white-balanced image respectively. Corresponding ground-truths are
ˆ wb (p) = ∑c Iˆc (p). The α’s
available in our training dataset. Per-pixel intensity image is In
wb
are the weights associated with each loss term. We use L1 distance for each loss term. For
Lwb and Lch losses we use a mask to avoid pixels where ground-truth pixel values are zero.

4.4

SMTNet: Separating Material, Texture and Shading.

Given the estimated white-balanced image Iˆwb the second module, SMTNet estimates the
material M̂ ∈ Rh×w×3 and shading λ̂ = ∑i λi ∈ Rh×w×1 . The structure of the network is illustrated in Fig. 3. The network consists of one encoder and two identical decoder branches,
MNet and SNet. MNet and SNet regress the M̂ and λ̂ from the input image respectively.
Ideally, it is possible to separately learn M̂ and λ̂ in a supervised manner if the corresponding ground-truths are available. But captured shading (MS) in our dataset is a combined
representation of M.λ which is further combined with the diffuse textures T to generate our
training images I = M.T.λ (Eq. 3). Therefore, we resort to a self-supervised approach to
train SMTNet for disentangling M and λ given I, assuming T is available as ground-truth.
MNet: Given the predicted material image, M̂ from the MNet branch, we can estimate the
reflectance image as R̂ = M̂.T and estimate the shading image as λ̂e = I/(M̂.T ). To train this
branch, we use the consistency property of Eq. 5 and Eq. 6. If the predicted material M̂, is
correct the chromaticity of the R̂ and chromaticity of the input white-balanced image should
be the same. We use this chromatic consistency loss to train the MNet branch.
SNet: The other branch, SNet predicts the shading image λ̂ p . To ensure the consistency of
predicted material and predicted shading, λ̂ p should be equal to the estimated shading from
the MNet branch, λ̂e . We use this shading consistency loss to train the SNet branch.
The SMTNet is a modified UNet architecture with a single encoder and two separate
decoders. Decoders share encoded features but use different skip connections to the encoder.
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Loss Function: The two primary loss functions used to train the SMTNet are the chromatic
consistency (Lcc ) and the shading consistency (Lsc ) loss. Additionally, we use the reconstruction loss to ensure the predicted material image, M̂ and shading image, λ̂ p reconstruct
the input image when combined with the input diffuse texture, T . We also add smoothness
constraints on the predicted material and shading. Specifically, the L1 norm of the gradients
for the material, ||∇M̂|| and L1 norm of the second order gradients for the shading, ||∇2 λ̂ p ||
are added as regularizers. Whereas the first term ensures piecewise smoothness of the M̂, the
second term ensures a smoothly changing shading map. The combined loss function is:
Lsmt = Lcc (Ĉwb , ĈR ) + β1 Lsc (λ̂ p , λ̂e ) + β2 Lr (Iˆ0 wb , Iˆwb ) + β3 ||∇2 λ̂ p || + β4 ||∇M̂||

(8)

Where Ĉwb and ĈR are the chromaticities of input white-balanced image and estimated reflectance image. The λ̂ p and λ̂e are the predicted and estimated shading. Iˆ0 wb , Iˆwb are the reconstructed and input white-balanced image. The Iˆ0 wb is estimated as: M̂.T.λ̂ p , the hadamard
product of predicted material image, shading image and input diffuse texture. The β ’s are
the weights associated with each loss term. For each loss term we use the L1 loss.

5

Evaluation

For the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of our approach, we have experimented with
multiple datasets that are captured under varying illumination conditions. Our evaluation
contains three comparative studies. First, we show how the proposed method behave in
intrinsic decomposition of document images. Second, we use the proposed approach as a
post-processing step in a document unwarping pipeline [9] to show the practical applicability
of our method in terms of OCR errors. Third, we show an extensive qualitative comparison
with current state-of-the-art document shadow removal methods [1, 23, 25, 43]. From these
experiments, we show a 21% improvement in OCR when used as a pre-processing step and
also show strong qualitative performance in intrinsic document image decomposition and
shadow removal tasks.

5.1

Intrinsic Document Image Decomposition.

In this section we evaluate the perDewarpNet
Image Quality
OCR Errors
formance of our method in decomposresults
MS-SSIM LD
CER
WER
ing intrinsic light components on two
with shading
0.4692
8.98 0.3136 0.4010
datasets e.g., DocUNet benchmark [30]
w/o shd [9]
0.4735
8.95 0.2692 0.3582
and MIT Intrinsics [5].
The Dow/o shd (Ours)
0.4792
8.74 0.2453 0.3325
cUNet benchmark contains shading and
shadow-free flatbed scanned version. Table 1: Quantitative comparison of [9]’s unwarping quality
on DocUNet benchmark dataset [30] when our proposed apPractically, scanned images are the best proach is applied as a pre-processing step before OCR.
possible way to digitize a document and
can be considered as the reflectance ground-truth. For this experiment, we apply our method
on the benchmark images, then use the pre-computed unwarping maps from [9] to unwarp
each image which aligns each image with its scanned reflectance ground-truth. The quantitative results for image quality before and after applying our approach is reported in table
1, in terms of the the unwarping metrics: multi-scale structural similarity (MS-SSIM) [44]
and Local Distortion (LD) [48]. The qualitative results are shown in figure 5. Improvement of the MS-SSIM and LD are limited since these metrics are more influenced by the
quality of the unwarping. Qualitative images show significant improvement over shading
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removal applied in [9]. It is due to explicit modeling of the paper background and illumination, which enables our model to retain a consistent background color. Few additional
qualitative results on real images captured under complex illumination are shown in figure 4.
Intermediate output of WBNet in figure 4 demonstrates good generalization to real scenes.

Input

WB

SR

Figure 4: Qualitative results on real images after
applying white balancing (After WB) and shading removal (After Shd. Rem.). Input images are
non-uniformly illuminated with two lights.

Input

DewarpNet

Proposed

GT

Figure 5: Results on real-world images from [30]. [9]’s shading removal method fails to retain the background since shading,
illumination and document background is modeled as a single
modality.

Additionally, in figure 7(a), we show that our method generalizes for ’paper-like’ objects
of MIT-Intrinsics [5], e.g., paper and teabag objects without any fine-tuning. Interestingly,
IIW results show that it fails to preserve the text on the ’teabag’, which proves general intrinsic methods are probably not suitable for document images and calls for further research
attention to specially design intrinsic image methods for documents.

5.2

Pre-processing for OCR.

To demonstrate practical application of our approach, we compare OCR performance on the
DocUNet benchmark images using word error rate (WER) and character error rate (CER)
detailed in [9]. At first, the same unwarping step is applied as described in section 5.2.
Then we perform OCR (Tesseract) on the DewarpNet OCR dataset before and after applying
the shading removal and compare the proposed approach with the shading removal scheme
presented in [9]. The results are reported in Table 1, where we can see a clear reduction of
the error in character recognition that represents a 21% performance increase.

5.3

Shadow Removal & Non-Uniform Illumination.

Although our method is not explicitly trained for shadow removal tasks it shows competitive
performance when compared to previous shadow removal approaches [1, 23, 25, 43]. We
show the qualitative comparison in figure, 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) on the real benchmark datasets
provided in the works [1], [23], and [43] respectively. Our method consistently performs well
on different examples with soft shadows and shading but fails on hard shadow cases such as
the image at the bottom row of 6(c). Additionally, in figure 7(b) we show the performance of
our method in challenging multi-illuminant conditions with shadows and shadings available
in a recent OCR dataset [32]. We can see the results of after our white-balancing (WBNet)
in the WB column of 7(b), and in column SMR we can see how SMTNet gracefully handles
strong illumination conditions in real scenarios.
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(a)

Input

Jung et al.

GT

Bako et al.

Wang et al.

Proposed

(b)

(c)

Input

Bako et al.

Kligler et al.

Input

Proposed

Proposed

Figure 6: Comparison with existing shadow removal methods [1, 23, 25, 43] on real image sets: (a), (b),
(c) are obtained from [1, 23, 43] respectively. These comparisons show our method well generalizes
on soft shadows. We report a fail case on hard shadows at the bottom row of (c).
(a)

(a)

Input

(c)

(b)

Proposed

(b)

(a)

IIW

(b)

(c)

GT

(a)

Input

(b)

WB

(c)

SMR

Figure 7: (a) Comparison with IIW method [5], IIW fails to accurately preserve text. (b) Results on
multi-illuminant OCR dataset [32], WB is white-balanced image and SMR is output after removing
material and shading.

6

Conclusions

In this work, we present a unified learning-based architecture that directly estimates document reflectance based on intrinsic image formation. We achieve compelling results in intrinsic image decomposition of documents and document shading removal under challenging
non-uniform illumination conditions. Additionally, we contribute a large multi-illuminant
document dataset that extends the public dataset Doc3D [9]. The primary limitation of our
model is the absence of explicit modeling for shadows. Thus, Doc3DShade does not have
many hard shadow examples and the few shadow instances are self-shadows of document
shapes. Therefore our proposed model does not generalize well for arbitrary hard shadows.
In future work, we will explicitly model shadows in our self-supervised architecture.
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